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“Even the silence  
has a story to tell you.  

Just listen. Listen”

 —Jacqueline Woodson



Jamello’s Sweet World
T

here was once a gummy world 

where lots of things were made 

of candy. There was a chocolate 

rainforest made up of cupcake trees, 

fruit punch and blue soda waterfalls, 

and a snowcone tundra. The sour gummy 

people lived in gingerbread houses. 

There was also a money jungle, a gold 

forest, and a noodle swamp. This place 

often felt like you were in outer space 

because you could always see shooting 

stars, other planets, and the northern 

lights flashing through the lavender 

sky. There were frequent powerful 

hurricanes that caused the cotton 

candy clouds to rock out torrential 

downpours of sprinkles. But when the 

storms subsided a double rainbow would 

emerge and its face would convey the 

mood of the world. Circling constantly 

were satellite eagles and lots of hot air 

balloons that floated along on breezes 

that smelled a lot like cooking food.

 Growing throughout the world in 

patches of chocolate dirt were a variety 

of trees- some that grew skittles and 

money, a special type of rock candy tree 

that produced sodas that regrew very 

quickly, and licorice plants with caramel 

centers and bubblegum leaves.

 This unique world was home to 

many equally unique animals. There 

were purple and white mountain zebras, 

dark red wild wolves, tritonsauruses that 

were the size of 50 school buses, smooth-

skinned colorful little creatures called 

lunaties who lived in the waterfalls, 

strawberry chocolate pigs who wandered 



around everywhere, and very special 

transparent horses.

 The world was well-known for 

having the biggest chocolate milkshake 

lake ever called the Gulf of Milkshake. 

Traveling through the gulf could be 

treacherous because of the giant cookie-

bergs. There was also a super big pink, 

blue, and red ocean that smelled like 

cotton candy. 

 There were lots of ways to get 

around including super-speed lightning 

bolt shoes (the more you had to spend on 

them, the faster the model), and hover-

boards. People were also usually born 

with a natural ability to fly. And for 

very special trips there were magic time 

machine carpets.

 This sweet world was home to 

Jamello who was nice and respectful. 

He lived in a hidden leaf village in the 

chocolate jungle. He had two faces on the 

front and back of his marshmallow head 

and a cinnamon roll body that he could 

unroll to become taller. His licorice 

arms could shoot out a sweet foam and 

he had x-ray vision. He was raised by his 

grandparents after The Dream Destroyer 

Twins captured his parents.

 Living under the noodle swamp 

were Jamello’s best friends The Skull 

Troopers who were a boy/girl team 

that shared a body (but could separate 

if they wanted). They had laser eyes, 

could freeze people with their breath, 

and could change their hair to fire 

or ice at will. They had many special 

powers including healing, super 

strength, people-shifting, and a great 

Thunderclap. They helped Jamello but 

have hopes of leaving behind sidekick 

life to be THE hero.

 Astro and Astronomy were The 

Dream Destroyer Twins and were 



about 15 years old. Astronomy’s long 

flowing hair looked like the galaxy but 

Astro kept his hair short. They lived 

in the jungle in a secret base temple 

surrounded by volcanos (it could not be 

found on a map). When they combined 

their power they could create energy 

booms with their fist bumps, cross their 

arms to bring things in from outer space, 

and could enter people’s dreams and 

destroy them. They don’t like Jamello 

because they think he banished their 

dream-destroying parents (who hadn’t 

even spared their own children from 

their dream destroying) but really their 

parents were swept away because of 

their own mistake.

 Zurton Kapow, the world’s second 

strongest villain, was also not a fan of 

Jamello because of a previous battle. 

Their mutual distaste brought them 

together with The Dream Destroying 

Twins. Zurton had the ability to clone 

themselves so you never knew how 

many of them there might be. They lived 

underground in a black licorice cave 

with demonic gummy bears where they 

practiced their gymnastics.  They had 

green spiky hair, a scar on their eye, four 

arms and two fingers which they used to 

drink, fangs, one lightning bolt eyeball 

that they could use to hypnotize people. 

They were also great at multi-tasking 

and could teleport.

 One day Jamello and The Skull 

Troopers were out for a walk discussing 

how they might be able to find out what 

happened to Jamello’s parents. Little did 

they know, The Dream Destroyer Twins 

and Zurton Kapow were lurking just 

behind them, plotting something mean!

 Just then Jamello and The Skull 

Troopers heard...






